Instructions For Flat Pack Planters

First you want to grab two posts.
Making sure the nails are facing
forwards on the caps.

Then you turn one post over, next you
want to grab your smaller pieces of
wood and place them in between the
metal and post of one side and laying
it down on the other side. If your
building a square don't use the wood
with the battens on or the badge.

Now comes the screwing, use the 3.5 Next you want to repeat the same
x 25 mm screws, you want to screw in process again so you have two
the bottom piece first using the bottom identical pieces.
holes in the metal and then the top
piece. After that place in more screws,
put in 2 screws per plank for each
side, try and place one at the bottom
of the plank and one at the top, now
the holes in the metal can be random
so it doesn't matter to much if you
need to use the next hole down.

You then want to place in 3 more
pieces of wood, and the last piece
needs to have the badge on it.

Make sure that the finish you want is
on the under side, e.g we want the
decking to show on this planter. Then
you want to flip over the post trapping
the wood inside, after you want to
make sure the wood and posts are
tight together and tight with the feet
on the bottom.

Now we are going to do the same with
the larger pieces, the first piece you
use should have a piece of batten
attached to it.

After that you want to screw up in the Now we are going to attach metal flat
same fashion as before.
bar using the 4.0 25 mm screws. Place
the bar in the centre of the planks, You
will only get this if the planter is a
larger size 1M +.

Next you want to place in the remain
pieces of wood making sure the first
piece has the batten screwed on.

You then need to screw these pieces
up in the same fashion as before. This
might be a bit more difficult with
higher planters as you need to reach
in. It will be easier to place the planter
on the floor for bigger planters.

Next you want to grab the gravel
boards for the base of the planter.
After placing them in you want to fix
down one piece with holes in using
the 50mm screws, make sure this is
close to the centre.

Next comes the lining, take the small
roll of liner and place it in the bottom,
it might be a little fiddly and it might
help to cut the corners to get them flat.
(15mm large flange screws) Put in 2
screws in the middle and one in each
corner.

Next take the larger piece of liner and
roll it out from one side and screw in,
you cant screw through the metal so
screw in next to it, make sure when
screwing in to pull on the liner to keep
it flat and not baggy.

At first we are screwing in 6 screws
like the bottom piece and then adding
a few more to keep it tight and secure.
Then follow the same trend around the
whole planter. Obviously if you have
a larger planter you will need to put in
more screws.

Finally once you've finished the
lining, take a pair of scissors or a
screwdriver and poke a few holes in
the bottom where there are gaps in the
wood, this is so the water doesn't
build up in the bottom.

